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1. SQLite support. 2. BDE
support. 3. 32-bit compatibility on

32-bit Windows (only on 64-bit
Windows version for Absolute
Database for SQLite). 4. BDE-
compliant: UI, transactions, and
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DDL, with optional ACID
compliant support. 5. Full support

of multiuser mode. 6. Full
encryption support for data and

metadata. 7. Absolute DB has very
low footprint. 8. Absolute
Database is a pure Delphi

database, nothing to install, you
just click and use. 9. Absolute

Database is compatible with all the
major and third-party database

tools, reporting engines and
reporting components: * SQL

Server and SQLServer2000 - for
those who prefer MS SQL Server
* MySQL (MyDBConnector and
HAWK) - for those who prefer
MySQL * Access (DAO and

DAOPro) - for those who prefer
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Access * Oracle (AdoboDb) - for
those who prefer Oracle * SQLite
(SQLite Database Engine, SQLite

and ODBC-SQLite) - for those
who prefer SQLite * Borland's
own Borland Database Engine

(BDE) - for those who don't want
to use other engine * Any 32-bit

ODBC driver - for those who
prefer ODBC 10. Pure Delphi
Database code is available for
download. 11. No embedded

system DLLs, Drivers, or
Windows Updates - fully self-

contained database. 12. Absolute
Database is a true replacement of
BDE. You can use any standard

database or other third-party
components in your applications
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and reporting engines with
Absolute Database. 13. Full

Source Code. 14. Write as much
data as you want. 15. Absolute

Database allows all the functions
of the native SQLite: 1. Create

tables. 2. Insert data. 3. Retrieve
data. 4. Delete data. 5. Update
data. 6. Read data. 7. Calculate

new values. 8. Calculate aggregate
values. 9. Get count. 10. Read

checksum. 11. Rename table. 12.
Rename columns. 13. Delete
tables. 14. List tables. 15. Get

index. 16. List indexes. 17. Get
uniqueness. 18. Check uniqueness.

19. Get custom field. 20. Get
custom list.

Absolute Database
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KeyMACRO is an utility that runs
in the background and encrypts
any files or folders to which you
add a password. The password is

required both to open the
encrypted file and to use the file
contents. There is no limit on the
number of files and folders that
can be protected. The password

can be a simple sequence of letters
or any combination of digits,

letters, or symbols. The encrypted
files can be protected on-line or

offline, on any removable storage
device. There is no requirement

for a dedicated PC. The
encryption process can be used
from any Windows compatible
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system with a standard web
browser. KeyMACRO is

completely invisible to the user,
and yet when launched the

encrypted files and folders appear
to be un-encrypted. The files

remain encrypted and require a
password to be opened. The
protected files can be used

immediately. KeyMACRO is
secure, very easy to use and

completely transparent. Primary
features: - An automatic and
secure encryption/decryption

service - Password protection -
Encrypt files and folders on a

removable media device - Built-in
support for FTP servers - Uses the
latest RSA algorithm - AES-256
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encryption (available only in
KEYMACRO Professional

version) - Runs from a standard
web browser - Encrypts/decrypts
any files or folders on Windows

PC, in the background -
Encrypts/decrypts any files or
folders on a removable media

device, in the background - Delphi
source code - Support for multiple

languages and platforms -
Supports encryption of files or
folders to any size - Uses USB
smart card reader or USB flash

drive - Saves all data on the device
itself - Keys, passwords and keys

with constraints available -
Security levels from 1 to 3 (100,

200 and 300 percent) - Full
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support for DIVA v2 tokens - Full
support for DIVA v2 tokens with

password - Separate
encryption/decryption process for

multiple file types -
Encrypt/decrypt files and folders
on floppy, CD, zip, ISO, USB,
DVD, memory stick and local

folders - Provides a code
generator to easily create your
own encryption/decryption -

Supports encryption/decryption of
remote files on a regular FTP

server - Supports automatic and
manual online/offline

activation/deactivation of the
software - Remotely edit and
control the system settings -

Supports Netscape 7.x, Internet
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Explorer 6.x, Opera and Safari
browsers 77a5ca646e
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Does absolute database support
efficient searching on names? We
are using absolute database for
years to manage 400000 names for
our company. Now, I am
interested to find an information
about names which have been
searched before. When a person
searches a name in absolute
database, it is not shown in query
result. How can I retrieve
information about these names by
SQL queries. A: When you search
in absolute database the name is
stored as "name" column in your
database. If you want to retrieve
those results, you must search the
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database by this column and use
"id" column to specify in your
query. Edit : You can find a real
example of how to use absolute
database here : AbsoluteDatabase.
Example of search with absolute
database. 'use strict'; var
EventEmitter =
require('events').EventEmitter; var
util = require('util'); function
HttpResponse(request, response) {
EventEmitter.call(this);
this.headers = {}; this.status =
200; this.statusText = 'OK';
this.responseText = 'Success';
this.request = request;
this.response = response; }
util.inherits(HttpResponse,
EventEmitter); module.exports =
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HttpResponse;
HttpResponse.prototype.on =
function(eventName, callback) {
var self = this; if (eventName ===
'header') { return
this.onHeader(eventName,
callback); } else if (eventName
=== 'progress') { return
this.onProgress(eventName,
callback); } else if (eventName
==='response') { return
this.onResponse(eventName,
callback); } else if (eventName
=== 'error') { return
this.onError(eventName,
callback); } return
this.emit(eventName, callback); };
function handleHeader(event,
name, value) { name =
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name.toLowerCase(); if

What's New in the Absolute Database?

Absolute Database is a single file
Delphi database with
comprehensive SQL support,
BLOBs, multiuser mode support
and strong encryption. This BDE
alternative is fully compatible with
standard and third-party database
components and reporting engines.
Absolute Database does not
require any DLLs, drivers or
Windows updates. It compiles
right into EXE file and works on
any version of Windows from 98
to Vista. Absolute DB is written
completely in Delphi, full source
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code is available. Absolute DB is a
great BDE replacement. Features:
Compatible with all Delphi
versions Able to work with
standard and third-party
components Full support of SQL,
CLOBs and BLOBs (Binary Large
OBjects) Compatible with all
standard and third-party
components Multiuser mode
support Can work with ADO,
DAO, ODBC, DB-ODBC, ODBC,
MSDAO and all standard
components Implementation of
I/O and SQL Standards - a single
solution for all databases Full
encryption support (AES 256,
3DES and Blowfish) MD5, SHA-1
and SHA-2 security algorithms.
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Can work with either UTF-8 or
UTF-16 character encoding Can
work with absolute or relative
paths Absolute Database Absolute
Database is a single file Delphi
database with comprehensive SQL
support, BLOBs, multiuser mode
support and strong encryption.
This BDE alternative is fully
compatible with standard and third-
party database components and
reporting engines. Absolute
Database does not require any
DLLs, drivers or Windows
updates. It compiles right into
EXE file and works on any
version of Windows from 98 to
Vista. Absolute DB is written
completely in Delphi, full source
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code is available. Absolute DB is a
great BDE replacement. Absolute
Database Description: Absolute
Database is a single file Delphi
database with comprehensive SQL
support, BLOBs, multiuser mode
support and strong encryption.
This BDE alternative is fully
compatible with standard and third-
party database components and
reporting engines. Absolute
Database does not require any
DLLs, drivers or Windows
updates. It compiles right into
EXE file and works on any
version of Windows from 98 to
Vista. Absolute DB is written
completely in Delphi, full source
code is available. Absolute DB is a
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great BDE replacement. Features:
Compatible with all Delphi
versions Able to work with
standard and third-party
components Full support of SQL,
CLOBs and BLOBs (Binary Large
OBjects) Compatible with all
standard and third-party
components Multiuser mode
support Can work with either
UTF-8 or UTF-16 character
encoding Can work with absolute
or relative paths Absolute
Database Absolute Database is a
single file Del
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System Requirements:

Windows XP SP3 or higher.
64-bit OS (x64 architecture) 1 GB
RAM recommended. 800 MB of
hard disk space required. DirectX:
9.0c Supported video card:
NVIDIA GeForce 8600GT
512Mb or ATI X1900 DirectX:
8.0c Supported video card:
NVIDIA GeForce 8600GTS
256Mb or ATI X1800 Required
hardware: CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo
E6600 @ 2.66GHz RAM: 4 GB
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